
Room at the Inn
by Paul Canavese & Ann Naffziger

Believe me, we know how crazy busy it is on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day for parish leaders. 
We've been there.  Who has time in the midst of all that to really focus on the experience of once or 
twice-a-year attendees?

But it is these folks on the edges who we need to reach out to and love the most.  Pope Francis seems 
to be constantly reminding us that we all need to go out to meet people at the margins of the Church 
and society.  This is the work of evangelization.  And here is one of two days in the year when many of
these folks are coming to us!  What will they find?

More than ever, evangelization must mean more than unlocking the church doors on Sundays and 
holidays. If you want to make a positive impression on the visitors who will be joining you for 
worship over the holidays and have any hope of them returning, some thought and planning needs to
go into your preparation before the first Christmas Eve service begins. 

For the sake of simplicity, we refer to those who are not regular weekly/monthly attendees as 
“visitors,” even though many may consider themselves members of the community at some level. 
This is not meant to disparage them, but to remind us that we need to be especially hospitable to 
them.

It may be easier than you would assume to find volunteers to help make your parish more welcoming.
Many of your people will immediately recognize the need, and this ministry will call forth different 
gifts from your community than are usually requested. Don't be afraid to ask for help from your 
community.
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How to Use this Resource
This resource can be used in a number of ways, and we have designed it with a key point on each 
page to make it flexible.  We offer many ideas for how to become more welcoming in this resource, but
don't become overwhelmed.  Simply select those that are realistic to embrace this year.  You can 
always build your approach over time.

Gathering a Team

We recommend that you gather a “Room at the Inn” team or use this resource with an established 
team in your parish (e.g. your pastoral council).  That team could meet to pray, champion efforts to be 
more hospitable, make concrete proposals for steps to undertake, and follow up.

Ideally, the team would include:

• people who have been absent for a while and are now reunited with the Church

• leaders and/or representatives from hospitality ministries (greeters, ushers, etc.)

• key staff members, such as the pastor or pastoral associate

• other parishioners who have a passion for being hospitable and welcoming

Meeting Format

Here is a suggested meeting format the team could use. It may be possible to study two or three of the 
worksheets that make up this resource at one meeting, depending on how much time you set for it.

• Open with prayer.

• Read and discuss the introductory paragraphs.  We recommend simply rotating around the 
table to have each person read a paragraph aloud.  Then pause to discuss the points we 
suggest, and how they apply to your own situation.

• Read and discuss the ideas for change.  Again, rotate around the table to read them aloud.

• Develop a plan.  Create a brief but written plan and send a representative from your group to 
the appropriate leader or team in your parish (e.g. the pastor or pastoral council).

• Set a date for your next meeting.

• Close with prayer.

Tracking the Calendar

The last two pages in this resource organize recommended action steps by when they might occur.  
You may wish to adapt this list into one for your own community to stay on track.

Getting Help

This kind of approach may be very new to you and your parish.  If you get stuck or otherwise need 
help, feel free to contact us at 1-844-727-8672 for some free pastoral coaching.
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Putting on Their Shoes
We may be so accustomed to seeing our church—the visible (i.e. the
parish grounds/buildings) and the invisible (the community's spirit)
—through our own eyes and the eyes of those who attend regularly,
that we don't realize the impression we are making on visitors. It
might even be that we have an inflated, positive impression of what
visitors are seeing and experiencing. In reality, it doesn't matter how
many times regular mass attenders describe themselves as “a
welcoming community” if that is not the experience visitors have. 

Does your parish truly want to welcome visitors and have them
come back? If so, remember that actions speak louder than words.
Rather than telling them what a warm and welcoming congregation
you are, show them. Make it clear that your parish is open and
welcoming to everyone and anyone in their search for God—not just the “regulars.” 

So in preparing to receive many guests over the Christmas holidays, it may be helpful to take a holistic
look at your parish from the eyes of an uninitiated newcomer. Then you can be more focused on 
intentionally preparing your own “inn” for the visit of the holy families who may come knocking on 
your door.

Become a visitor.  Attend a service at a Catholic church you have never attended to gain insights
into what it is like to be a visitor.  The experience may particularly open your eyes.  We also 
recommend seeking out a popular Protestant congregation to learn how they approach 
hospitality. 

Read the research.  The Pew Research Center for Religion and Public Life released a study in 
August of 2016 on how Americans choose a new church (preaching and hospitality are key 

factors).  Read through the results at http://www.pewforum.org/2016/08/23/choosing-a-new-church-or-house-

of-worship/

Talk to outsiders.  Have conversations with real people who are at the margins of the Church to 
learn where they are coming from. Ask parishioners if they have friends or family members who
may be interested to talk. Your focus should be on listening to them and understanding them, not
convincing them of anything.  Ask them why they don't attend Mass each week, what might 
bring them back more regularly, and what they like and dislike about the Church.

Walk your parish as a visitor.  Pretend to be a visitor and walk through your own parish 
property from that perspective.  What impressions do you have?  Do the grounds look friendly 
and well-kept? Would you be able to find what you need?  If you had a question, would you 
know where to go?
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The alien who resides
with you shall be to you
as the citizen among
you; you shall love the
alien as yourself, for
you were aliens in the
land of Egypt: I am the
Lord your God.

Leviticus 19:34
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All Hands on Deck
If you truly want to be welcoming to your Christmas visitors and
have a hope of them returning, this is not something you can do
alone.  This is not something a pastor can do.  It is not something a
parish staff can do.  It is not something your hospitality ministers can
do.  It is not something your other volunteer ministers can do.  This
requires your entire parish membership to be engaged and
committed.

Why is this the case?  Because a visitor's experience will be defined
by all of the above people, and especially those in the pews next to
them.  That means that the basic principles we are outlining here
need to be communicated at some level to the parish as a whole.

Beyond simply being warm and friendly to visitors sitting next to
them, this is a wonderful opportunity for people to minister in some
new ways.  We've found that when parishioners understand the goal
and the need, they will rise to the occasion.

Of course, your parish staff and volunteer leaders will also need to do more specific preparation in 
advance.

Make a plan.  Since there is so much else to prepare for Christmas, you will need to be very 
intentional so that your plans to welcome visitors do not fall by the wayside.  However, this also 
does not require a lot of bureaucracy and “death by committee meetings.”  We do recommend 
that you find a particular person to lead the effort and follow up to make sure particular steps 
are taken.

Involve your ushers / hospitality ministers early.  You will especially need help from these 
ministers at your Christmas Masses and will likely need an extended team to handle the extra 
duties.

Ask your parishioners to extend invitations.  Read more about this in “Make an Invitation.”

Give your parishioners a pep talk.  At Mass on the Fourth Sundays of Advent, remind your 
parish of the importance of being welcoming and warm to visitors.  You will want to touch on 
the points from some of the following sections, especially “Check Your Attitude.”
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Go therefore and make
disciples of all nations,
baptizing them in the
name of the Father and
of the Son and of the
Holy Spirit, and
teaching them to obey
everything that I have
commanded you. And
remember, I am with
you always, to the end
of the age.

Matthew 28:19-20
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Check Your Attitude 
Years ago, I (Paul) was in a parish liturgy committee meeting when
the conversation devolved into complaints about the habits of those
who attend liturgy.  One of the ministry coordinators got so worked
up about those who arrive late that she blurted out, “I wish we could
just lock all the doors as soon as Mass started.”

We have to admit that we've had similar feelings at one time or
other.  It's difficult not to be judgmental... it's only human.  Here we
are as people who attend Mass weekly—some of us busting our
behinds in understaffed ministries—and we're supposed to be nice
to these people who waltz in once or twice a year?  What is their
problem?

Perhaps that's why Jesus brought this topic up so frequently.  There
is the shepherd who left his 99 sheep in the wilderness to go after
one lost sheep (Luke 15:3-7).  Or the man who rejoiced when his
wayward son returned, despite his older son's rebuke (Luke 15:11-
32).  Or the landowner who paid laborers who worked the final hour
the same as those who worked all day (Matthew 20:1-16).

It's not fair, but we follow a God who has infinite mercy.  Thank God!

It's not enough for the pastor, parish staff, or volunteers to be reminded of this.  The whole parish 
needs the reminder.  Here are some talking points to share in your community:

God rejoices when one of his children returns.  We should rejoice with God!

It's only natural to feel judgmental.  It's okay.  We're human and can easily become resentful, 
annoyed, and “holier than thou.”  But we all need God's mercy, and need to extend it to others 
instead of our human resentments.

It doesn't matter... how long since you last attended Mass, what sins you've committed, what 
you're wearing, how much noise your kids make, or how late you walked in.  God loves 
everyone and never gives up on anyone.  You're welcome here.

Our job is to put people in contact with Jesus Christ and help them feel God's love.  People 
experience God in our parish through the sacraments and through us (the Body of Christ).

Our Christmas visitors are our guests for a meal. Treat them as you would guests in your own 
home.
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[T]he father said to his
slaves, ‘Quickly, bring
out a robe—the best one
—and put it on him;
put a ring on his finger
and sandals on his feet.
And get the fatted calf
and kill it, and let us
eat and celebrate; for
this son of mine was
dead and is alive again;
he was lost and is
found!’ And they began
to celebrate.

Luke 15:22-24
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First Contact
Those seeking a parish for a Christmas service will most likely turn
to online sources and/or call the parish before setting foot on the
parish grounds.  This will be their first impression of the parish and
will often determine whether or not they will attend.

Google reports that web searches for “church” spike just before
Easter and Christmas.  Your parish website will likely get its most
visitors during these focused periods than at any other time of year.
Is it ready?

And what will be the experience of people who call to find out
Christmas Mass times?  Will they reach a friendly and knowledgable
person, or will it be someone who is cranky about repeating the service times? If a live person doesn't 
answer the phone, will the answering machine have the current, updated schedule of services? 

Make sure your first impression is an excellent one.

Update your parish website.  Information most helpful to visitors should be prominent on your 
website all the time, but it should especially be front-and-center in the weeks approaching 
Christmas.

Improve your phone experience.  Call your parish phone number to see what the experience is 
like, both during and outside normal business hours.  Make sure the experience is welcoming, 
polite, and convenient.

Check your online profiles.  This is a good time to check, and if necessary update, the 
information other online sites show for your parish.  Check Yelp, Google business listings, your 
diocesan website, and whatever a general web search turns up.  If the information is not current, 
contact the site owners to make updates.

Offer the right information.  Ensure all of these communications methods make it easy to find 
the information visitors want: Mass times, directions, contact information (including phone 
number and email address), and frequently asked questions.  Also list any differences between 
your services, such as music styles, a particular focus (“family Mass”), or other features 
(Children's Liturgy of the Word, childcare, etc.).

Double-check.  Enlist a few brutally honest acquaintances (ideally not one of your parish 
“insiders”) to check the above contact methods and share their results with you.
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And having been
warned in a dream not
to return to Herod, they
left for their own
country by another
road.

Matthew 2:12
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Make the Invitation
More and more people are right on the line—or on the other side of it
—when deciding whether or not to attend Mass.  An invitation can
make the difference in them attending.  There are two kinds of
invitations you can make: personal and impersonal.

A direct personal invitation from one of your parishioners to their
family members, friends, or neighbors is the most effective way to
attract people to your parish.  Many of your parishioners would do
this, but need the suggestion and a little coaching.  First, be sure to
stress that these should be “guilt-free” invitations that stress that the
invitee is welcome and we'd love to have you join us.  It can be as simple
as that.  Second, print friendly invitation cards for your regulars to
distribute.  They will not only help with the invitation itself, but also
serve as a reminder to follow through.

Impersonal invitations can also be quite effective, as advertisers well
know.  Choose some ways to get the word out to others in your
neighborhood, such as signs, advertisements, or mailings.  

Have your regulars extend personal invitations.  Actively encourage your regular parishioners 
to invite family members, friends, or neighbors to a Christmas service.  Distribute friendly 
invitation cards for your regulars to distribute.

Postal mail your new neighbors.  You can purchase mailing lists of people who have moved 
into your neighborhood recently (search the web for “new neighbor mailing list” or ask a local 
business owner).  These are great folks to introduce to your parish, and the best time to do so is 
just before Christmas and Easter.  The most economical way is by bulk mail, so you will need 
extra lead time, but we have seen parishes become very effective with this approach.

Post a sign on your parish property.  Displaying a sign can make it clear to those driving past 
your church that they are welcome.  List your Mass times and website address.  Assuming your 
Mass times stay the same, you can use the banner year-after-year.

Advertise.  Consider buying ads in your local publication or online.  Consult a parishioner who 
is knowledgable about marketing for help.  Pick an angle beyond simply being a Catholic church
that will be convincing to someone on the fence.
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Someone gave a great
dinner and invited
many.... [T]he slave
said, ‘Sir, what you
ordered has been done,
and there is still room.’
Then the master said to
the slave, ‘Go out into
the roads and lanes, and
compel people to come
in, so that my house
may be filled.

Luke 14:21-23
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Entering Bethlehem
The way Luke tells it, it sounds like Bethlehem was a complete
madhouse as Mary and Joseph arrived.  Pretty much like a church
parking lot on Christmas!

Visitors' first experience of your parish on Christmas will be driving
into your parking lot.  Do your best to help them get all the way into
their seats without getting grumpy.

For some of your visitors, this will be their first time at your parish.
Regulars may know to enter the church building through a
nondescript side doorway, but will visitors easily find their way?
Use the following ideas to provide a positive experience at every
step of the way.

Make room in your parking lot.  If your lot tends to fill to capacity at Christmas, ask your 
regular parishioners to walk, carpool, and/or park further away to free up closer spaces for 
visitors.

Post signs to make it absolutely clear where people should enter to park, and how to enter your 
sanctuary once they exit their cars.

Extend hospitality to the parking lot.  If at all possible, have ministers coordinate parking, 
guide people in, and (most importantly) offer a smile and welcome to frenzied attendees.  Note 
that some ministers need to be prepared to stay past the service start time to help and reassure 
latecomers.

Welcome at the doors.  Have hospitality ministers greet people with a smile when they arrive, 
hand out worship aids if necessary, and guide people in. Make sure these ministers are ready to 
answer questions and guide parents to your “cry room” or nursery if you have one.

Make room in the sanctuary.  Ask your early attendees to sit in the middle of each row, so 
others don't have to stumble over them to reach a seat. Also set a policy on saved seats (e.g. they 
must be relinquished five minutes before the service starts) and have your ushers enforce it if 
you're at standing room only.

Have pro-active ushers. Christmas and Easter are the times for your ushers to shine—hopefully 
they excel at being polite, gracious, and firm—because tentative people will need help searching 
for seats. 

Tidy up. The entry area should be clean and uncluttered. You may not notice the clutter 
anymore, but newcomers will.  Ensure that your restrooms are clean.  And while you're at it, be 
sure to remove that posting for last summer's parish barbecue from the bulletin board. 
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When you are invited
by someone to a
wedding banquet, do
not sit down at the
place of honor, [but] go
and sit down at the
lowest place.

Luke 14:8-10
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At the Service
Congratulations!  Everyone is in your sanctuary.  Now what?

Don't forget that your visitors are there.  Acknowledge them, make
sure they have what they need to participate fully and feel
comfortable, and have your regulars connect with them personally
(in a gentle way).

Welcome visitors.  Be explicit about verbally acknowledging
those who don't attend your services each week.  Make clear
that your community would love to continue worshipping
with them on other Sundays.  This is also an appropriate time
to offer an apology to anyone in attendance who has been hurt
in any way by anyone representing the Church. We've seen this
simple statement lead to some amazing reconciliation and
healing.

Capture visitor information.  When you extend the welcome,
also invite them to fill out a simple card that will let you follow up with them (see “Next Steps”).
Tell them you would also like to pray for them as a community.  Don't register them as 
parishioners (unless they made the request), but you can invite them to next steps.

Help them know their part.  Not all who attend will have their Mass responses at the tip of their
tongues, and those Roman Missal changes that are old hat to us now are still new to infrequent 
attendees.  Have these texts available in a worship aid, missalette, or card in the pews.

Make your restrooms accessible and clean. Post signs to guide people to them, and be sure they
are clean and stocked before each service.  If you have any other restrooms you can open and 
make available, this is the time to do so.  If at all possible, make sure you have a spot for parents 
to change diapers (e.g. a changing table in one or more of your bathrooms).

Have your regulars engage visitors. Prepare your regular parishioners beforehand to engage 
visitors at the beginning and/or end of the Mass.  They can ask those who they don't recognize  
if they attend every week or are visiting.  They should thank visitors for coming to worship with 
them and warmly invite them to return.
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Now in the following
instructions I do not
commend you, because
when you come
together it is not for the
better but for the worse.
For, to begin with,
when you come
together as a church, I
hear that there are
divisions among you;
and to some extent I
believe it.

1 Corinthians 7:17-18
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The Message
As we noted earlier, the homily is one of the biggest factors
determining whether a visitor will return.  No pressure, of course!

Ironically, in our experience, we have found preaching on Christmas
and Easter—the days with the biggest opportunity—to be
comparatively weaker and less substantive compared to other
Sundays.  There are many understandable reasons for this—the
busyness of the season, the way Christmas usually falls between
Sundays, and concern about the liturgy being too long.

But those visitors are listening carefully, and deciding whether it is
worthwhile to come back—to the Church and perhaps to Jesus.  This
is a chance not only to preach a Christmas homily, but to make a (brief)
case for why Jesus really matters, why they need the Church, and why the Church needs them.

Prioritize your preparation.  It is so difficult to find time at this time of year, but since this is one 
of your most important preaching opportunities, we recommend starting early and de-
prioritizing other, less important tasks 

Make the case.  We're celebrating the Incarnation.  Focus in on one of those visitors and take 
your best shot at explaining why Jesus—and the Church—matters.  Jesus offers us Good News: a
better way to live our lives and a Church that supports us and makes Jesus known.

Get in their shoes.  Remember who you are trying to reach.  These are people who simply don't 
believe in Sunday obligation, and you're not likely to change their minds (certainly not in one 
homily).  Guilt will send them in the other direction.  Instead, stay positive and help them 
understand how our faith has the answer to their problems (e.g. lack of purpose, addictions big 
and small, emptiness, selfishness, not doing enough for those in need).

Don't be afraid to be a bit challenging.  Jesus actually attracted people to him by calling them to
be their best selves.  Seekers are looking for substance and something that will make a difference 
in their lives.  Again, stay positive, but remind them that there is more in life.

Tell your story.  Offer a personal perspective.  Talk about how your faith feeds you and helps 
you overcome personal challenges.  How does being Catholic help you die to yourself in self-
giving love for others?

Don't joke about the length of your homily beforehand.  Trust us.  It's a distraction that puts 
the focus on length and suggests that the content doesn't matter.  Just stay in an 8-10 minute 
range and preach your best.
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And they went out and
proclaimed the good
news everywhere, while
the Lord worked with
them and confirmed the
message by the signs
that accompanied it.

Mark 16:20
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Send a Gift Home
More and more parishes are discovering the power of sending their
Christmas attendees home with a gift.  It can be something as simple
as a nicely printed Christmas table blessing or as weighty as a book.

We strongly recommend that you find some way to gift everyone
who attends your Christmas services. These kinds of gifts can do
many things.  Sure, they will make a positive impression and serve
as a reminder that may encourage them to return.  But even if this
does not occur, your gift should support the recipient's faith where
they are at.

Review your options.  We have gathered a number of ideas ranging from free, reproducible 
prayers to incredibly affordable booklets and books.  The download page for this resource 
includes direct links to download two free reproducible prayer resources.  Take a look at more 

options at http://PastoralCenter.com/christmas-giveaways

Make your gift seeker-friendly.  A denser, more theological book may not be the best gift for 
someone on the margins of the Church who is dipping a toe in to test the waters.  Get the advice 
of someone in this situation (perhaps a family member or friend).  Show them one or more 
potential gifts, explain the situation, and ask if they would read/use the gift (if they say yes, be 
sure to give it to them!).

Include an invitation.  Along with your gift, include a brochure that explains what your parish 
has to offer them.  Be sure to point out family offerings and opportunities for particular interests 
(e.g. young adults, senior adults, service opportunities).
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A gift opens doors; 
it gives access to the
great.

Proverbs 18:16
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Next Steps
Take a breather and celebrate your hard work and success!

But you're not quite done yet.  Be sure to follow through with the
steps listed below to come full circle.

While Christmas and Easter are times to pull out the stops to be the
most hospitable we can be, these are also times that highlight
practices we should follow all the time.  Take the opportunity to
become a more hospitable parish year-round.

Review your efforts.  Gather key participants in your
welcoming efforts to discuss what worked and what could be
improved.  Make it a party with food!  It is important to properly celebrate the efforts of all your 
ministers and learn so you can be even more effective at Easter and next year.  Be sure to record 
your insights so you can find them when you next start planning.

Incorporate best practices as your new norm.  Visitors do not only attend your church during 
the holidays, but come at all times of year.  Decide which of the practices you put into place 
should be made permanent.  If you taped up temporary signs directing people to the restrooms, 
shouldn't you install permanent ones?  Why not have visitor cards all the time, and perhaps even
a gift you offer any new visitors?

Pray for your visitors.  Add your visitors as an explicit Mass intention during the Christmas 
season so your whole community can pray for them.  And don't just pray that they return, but 
that God touches them wherever they are.

Follow up with your visitors.  If you collected contact information from your visitors, it is 
essential to follow up with them.  Multiple points of contact will work best: a phone call, a letter 
thanking them for their visit, and a later invitation to return for a particular event.
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Let mutual love
continue. Do not
neglect to show
hospitality to strangers,
for by doing that some
have entertained angels
without knowing it.

Hebrews 13:1-2
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Planning Calendar
Here is a list of actions you can take, organized by date.  Obviously, do not feel you have to take all of these steps,
but use this as a starting point for your planning.

September

• Visit other churches (“Putting on their Shoes”)

• Read the research (“Putting on their Shoes”)

• Talk to outsiders and ask some to assess your online/phone presence (“Putting on their Shoes”
/ “First Contact”)

• Check your online profiles (“First Contact”)

• Research and plan for postal mailings of new neighbors (“Make the Invitation”)

October

• Make a plan and gather leaders (“All Hands on Deck”)

• Walk your parish property as a visitor (“Putting on their Shoes”)

• Involve your ushers/hospitality ministers early (“All Hands on Deck”)

• Equip your bathroom(s) with a changing table (“At the Service”)

November

• Submit any advertisements for display in December (“Make the Invitation”)

• Plan for having the text of Mass responses accessible at services by including them in your 
worship aids or placing orders for cards or missalettes (“At the Service”)

• Design and print visitor cards and parish brochures (“At the Service” / “Send a Gift Home”)

• Begin homily preparation (“The Message”)

• Review Christmas giveaway options and place orders (“Send a Gift Home”)
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Second Sunday of Advent

• Update your parish website and voicemail to show Christmas Mass times and visitor 
information in a prominent place (“First Contact”)

• Make sure all those who answer your phones have comprehensive information about 
Christmas services (“First Contact”)

• Send out your bulk mailing, timing it to arrive about one week before Christmas (“Make the 
Invitation”)

• Sign up volunteers to help at Christmas services as hospitality ministers—doorway greeters, 
parking lot greeters, and ushers

Third Sunday of Advent

• Ask for your parishioners' help at Sunday Mass

◦ Ask them to extend personal invitations (“Make an Invitation”)

◦ Request that they walk, carpool, and/or park further away at Christmas services 
(“Entering Bethlehem”)

• Post a sign on your parish property (“Make the Invitation”)

Fourth Sunday of Advent

• Give your parishioners a pep talk at Mass (“All Hands on Deck”)

◦ Highlight the points listed on “Check Your Attitude” about why we need to be welcoming 
and non-judgmental

◦ Prepare them to initiate conversation with visitors on Christmas Eve/Day (“At the 
Service”)

◦ Pre-announce your policy on saving seats, if necessary (“Entering Bethlehem”)

• Tidy up your buildings and grounds (“Entering Bethlehem”)

• Post signs to your parking lot and directing people to restrooms (“Entering Bethlehem”)
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At the Services

• 30 minutes before: Extend hospitality in the parking lot and be ready to greet attendees at the 
doors (“Entering Bethlehem”)

• 30 minutes before: Clean your restrooms before each service and be sure they're stocked (“At the
Service”)

• 30 minutes before: Make sure visitor cards, missalettes, and any mass cards are distributed 
throughout the pews (“At the Service”)

• 10-20 minutes before: Ask early attendees to sit in the middle of rows and remind everyone of 
your saved seat policy. (“Entering Bethlehem”)

• During the service: Verbally welcome visitors and invite them to fill out visitor cards (“At the 
Service”)

About One Week Later

• Pray for your visitors in your Mass intentions (“Next Steps”)

• Follow up with your visitors with a phone call and thank you letter/card.  (“Next Steps”)

• Review your efforts (“Next Steps”)

One Month Later

• Follow up with your visitors a second time, perhaps inviting them to a specific event.  (“Next 
Steps”)
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